
The Grand Old Duke of Bromsgrove. 

Not quite 10,000 men but a decent number of participants went up to the top of the 

hill(s) and then came down again.  The ones that got up were up and when they came 

down they were down.  When they were only half way up they were in trouble! 

The coming down bit wasn’t always pretty and involved a lot of slithering and sliding 

backwards on steep slopes.  Marshals were on hand to move any marker posts that 

were in the way and to suggest the easiest route for a three-point turn (bless them) 

Those were the very same marshals that had just climbed up to score the cars against 

their highest position on the slope in question.   No need for them to visit the gym then! 

The day at East Lodge Farm near Bromsgrove had begun a little damper than had been hoped for.  Weather 

predictions had been promising but, in the event, competitors were content to get started with the prospect of 

improvement later in the day.  

For both cars and marshals the conditions under foot in the morning were, shall we say challenging.  By the end of 

the second morning run the light rain had stopped and for some, traction was being found as scores were improving.    

The cars then returned to base where a hot lunch was available and the opportunity was taken to huddle around 

cars.   Soon as an issue was highlighted in the car of a less experienced competitor.  Hands came out of pockets mugs 

of tea were put down and communal diagnosis swung into action.   

“Yep definitely running on just 3 cylinders”.  This was an A series engine so meat and drink to those peering into the 

engine bay.  Plug caps were whipped off dashpots were lifted and spark testers employed.  The process of 

elimination pointed to a duff plug although more extravagant options were also being proffered from all sides. 

 Instantly, oily hands pushed replacement plugs forward and soon 3 became 4 and all was sweetness and light again. 

Just a brief demonstration of the camaraderie amongst trialists. 

After lunch the youngest driver and his dad set off in their now more powerful and sweeter sounding trials car to 

tackle the hills again.  As it was drying better scores were hoped for.    

 

Changing conditions favoured different cars.  The MG 

TA/TCs had really struggled with the wet stuff  

 

 

whereas the very light Austin Seven based specials like 

stumpy here, on their motorcycle tyres and pram wheels 

coped better despite having only 750cc of grunt 

available. 

 



The more modern cars particularly the MGFs were clearly 

not completely standard although they were road legal and 

had been driven to the event.  These cars were generally 

competing well but it is clear that getting the weight 

distribution right was a big bonus.  Something that was also 

evident when the VW beetle had a go.   

Having a passenger able to leap up and down at the critical 

moment when grip is slipping away was also a distinct 

benefit.   Quite a few cars had dual drivers which made it 

interesting to see how the same car faired when driven by 

the passenger from the previous run.  Particularly 

interesting when the teenage son did noticeably better 

than dad. 

By the end of the afternoon many cars were able to complete the climbs 

right to the top on the drying surface.   

Judged by the smiles, it seems that a good day was had by all.  The 

organisation was smooth, the venue was good and the grub was sustaining.   

Then it was time for prize giving.  Competitors were thanked for attending, 

Marshals thanked for doing what they do and the organisers particularly 

Brian, Adrian and Tony thanked for making it all happen.   

It was mentioned that there had been a taster session earlier in the season 

at which some guidance on cars and driving was given whilst an opportunity to have a go in a car prepared for the 

occasion was available.    

I will certainly be keeping my eyes open for a repeat of this as the prospect of graduation from marshal to driver in 

this very different type of motor sport is very attractive. 

Ken Banfield 

 

 


